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“Around the World” Necklace
As seen in the 2006 Fall Supplement

Created by: Mary Morton

Suggested Materials:
Qty. Stock Name
1 #29-861 Gold horn donut
6 #29-882 8mm round sea urchin beads
7.5’ #61-790-03 1.5mm fine suede lace cord, dark brown
6 #29-869 Robles wood twist beads
10” #40-582-06 0.6mm beading chain, sterling silver
2 #41-551-01 0.9mm crimp tube with loop, sterling silver
14 #41-553 2x1mm crimp tube, sterling silver
2 #48-280-3 Fold-over cord end, silver plate
2 #41-514.5 4.5mm split ring, sterling silver
1 #39-550-X Fancy flower toggle clasp, sterling silver

Tools:  Round and chain-nose pliers, cutters, split-ring pliers

To make this design:
1.  Start by cutting approximately 10” of beading chain. Attach your gold horn donut to the center of the chain by using a lark’s-head
knot (see illustration, above right).  Trim chain ends or adjust placement so that the donut hangs evenly in the center of your chain.

2.  Cut your suede lace into six 16” strands. Separate them into groups of three and set them aside.

3.  On the beading chain, string your beads in the desired pattern, or string the pattern shown in the picture,
alternating each individual bead, or bead group with crimp tubes.  Once you are happy with your spacing and pattern, use chain-nose
pliers to crimp tubes. NOTE: Crimping pliers can damage this fragile chain.

TIP: When creating designs where crimping is needed to place beads, it is best to string all beads before actually crimping the tubes
closed. This way you can arrange your bead spacing evenly, or add or remove beads to your liking. Once you have crimped the tubes
closed, you cannot work backward and must start your design again if you make a mistake or are unhappy with your pattern.

4.  Once you have crimped your tubes flat, add a crimp tube with loop to the ends of your chain and crimp flat. Add a split ring (or
jump ring) to each loop.

5.  Use the lark’s-head knot again to add one 3-strand section of suede lace to a split ring. Repeat this for the second split ring.

6.  Using all suede lace on one side of the necklace, tie a basic knot in the middle of your strand (at roughly the 4” mark). Repeat this
for the other side of the necklace and trim the ends of your lace so they are all even.

7.  Add a fold-over cord end to each end of your suede lace sections, then gently but firmly close to secure the ends. Using jump rings,
connect the loops from your flower toggle to the loop end of the fold-over cord end.

TIP:  To create a lark’s-head
knot: gently fold stringing
material evenly in half, bend
the fold over any ring shape,
then thread both ends through
the loop created at the fold.


